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Robust decorative  
solution 
 
Slides is a Wood & Washi patented window decoration system 
with the appearance of wooden blinds. 

With Slides, each slat within one system can be set manually  
in three positions: diagonally upwards, horizontally, and diagonally  
downwards. This allows the light and view to be adjusted as  
desired at any height.

Two options
Slides are available in two options: mounted loose and strung. Slides 
can be installed on most standard windows; it’s more than adequate 
for tilt and turn windows and as a room divider.
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Handling 
 
With a subtle movement of the hand along the slats, the oblique  
position is achieved. By gently shaking the system back and forth, all 
slats will automatically return to a horizontal position. 

Cords 
 
Each Slides system contains 2 to 4 cords. Normally, outer cords are 
placed 5 or 15 cm from the edge, depending on the system’s width.  This 
can be adjusted in consultation.

Ladder straps and control cords are superfluous when operating Slides. 
This makes Slides very suitable for children.

Slats 
 
Wood
Wood is a natural product that will never be completely straight. There  
may also be slight differences in color, shape, and dimensions under 
the influence of temperature and humidity. Slides are therefore not  
recommended for use in rooms with high humidity, like in bathrooms.

Colors
The rings and shoulders with which the slats are attached to the 
cords are supplied in the color of the slat as standard. The slats  
in color BW31 Taupe are fitted with transparent parts as standard. 
The different colors of the slats, rings, and shoulders can optionally  
be combined within one system.
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Mounting 
The system can be mounted loosely with supplied tensioners.  
Additional wall brackets allow for mounting the system upon a wall.  
The system is supplied with a top and a bottom aluminum profile 
available in different colors.

Sizes 
Maximum and minimum system sizes available are shown in the  
price list.

Mounting and dimensions in the mounted loose version

18 mm

26 mm

35 mm

12 mm

18 mm

3 mm

15 mm

26 mm

36 mm

22 mm
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Mounting and dimensions in the strung version

Mounting 
The system is mounted upon a window frame or a wall using the 
supplied wall supports. Wall supports can be long or short, alumi-
num or white. The system cords are stretched vertically between 
the supports.

Additional clamping brackets can be used to attach the system to 
tilt and turn windows or doors.

Sizes 
Maximum and minimum system sizes available are shown in the  
price list.

12 mm

43 mm

28 mm

16 mm

16 mm

38 mm

2-25 mm

16 mm

3 mm

15-36 mm

36 mm

15-36 mm

36 mm

Ø 16mm

8 mm
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Mounting in a niche Mounting on a niche

System height and width
Measure the window niche height on the left and on the right. 
Measure the window niche width at the top and at the bottom. When 
ordering, state the smallest numbers of height and width and specify 
if it is a clear dimension or final product size.

Clear dimension  
and net sizes
To calculate the final product size, Wood & Washi subtracts 5 mm 
from the width for clear dimension. The spacing between slats  
is  critical to the net height of a Slides system. In Slides systems, the 
space between slats is 36 mm.

 

Rounded height
By rounding, the net height of the delivered system can therefore be 
up to 36 mm less than the size ordered. Each Slides system comes 
standard with one extra slat that you can use to enlarge the height 
by 36 mm if required.

The simplicity of Slides allows the wooden slats to be fitted into  
a window while maintaining their contour. This creates a built-in 
shutter effect.

System height and width
When mounting on a window, wooden slats are placed upon the 
window frame. In this case, the final product size is to be indicated 
(system height and width). Determine the required height and width 
of the system, and order the system indicating: final product size.

Clear dimension  
and net sizes
Indicated final product width is the same as delivered net sizes.  
In this case, Wood & Washi does not subtract any clearance.

The spacing between wooden slats is critical to the net height of  
a Slides system. In Slides systems, the space between slats is 36 mm.

Rounded height
By rounding, the net height of the delivered system can therefore be 
up to 36 mm less than the size ordered. Each Slides system comes 
standard with one extra slat that you can use to enlarge the height 
by 36 mm if required.

Slides may also be used as a room divider or mounted upon  
a window.


